Neil Bevan
Water Orton Parish Council
19 July 2021
Intelligent Plans and Examinations (IPE) Ltd
3 Princes Street,
Bath,
BA1 1HL

By email through Mr Steve Carnaby
Ref : Water Orton Neighbourhood Plan
Dear Ms O’Rourke,
Thank you for your letter that outlines points of clarification and detailed
questions. Please find our response below. In order to maintain traceability of
the original question, we have used the same format as your original letter.
Question for NWBC
1. Please advise on the current progress of the examination of the emerging
Local Plan.
Questions for NWBC and WOPC
2. Please confirm the Councils’ views as to whether the Plan has had regard
to the fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed under the European
Convention on Human Rights and complies with the Human Rights Act
1998.
a. Water Orton Parish Council confirms that their Neighbourhood Plan
had regard to the fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed
under the European Convention on Human Rights and complies with
the Human Rights Act 1998.
3. I note that the WONP has been screened for Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) by WOPC, which concluded that the WONP would not
be likely to have significant environmental effects and it was unnecessary
to undertake SEA.
Please provide the correspondence from Historic
England and Natural England agreeing with that conclusion.
a. Please see attached pdf files
4. Please confirm whether the WONP has been screened for Habitats
Regulations Assessment (HRA) and the conclusion of that screening.
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a. Since the Water Orton Neighbourhood Plan does not propose or
support any change to the existing development boundary and any
major works discussed in the plan are the subject of National Policy
(HS2) or existing Local Plans (for example the development of the
old School site), Water Orton Parish Council believes that no
existing habitats will be adversely affected by the Neighbourhood
Plan (indeed we expect natural habitats to be conserved through
delivery of the Plan). The response from Natural England states that
they “are not aware of significant populations of protected species
which are likely to be affected by the policies/proposals within the
plan” and that they have checked their records and can confirm
that the plan will “not have significant effects on sensitive sites that
Natural England has a statutory duty to protect”.
b. Water Orton does not have any Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and RAMSAR sites. There is
a Natural England licence reference 2017-29197-EPS-AD2.4 that is
a consequence of HS2 works. None of the policies included in the
neighbourhood plan affect the delivery of commitments in the
licence.

c.
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d.
Questions for WOPC
5. There is no detail in the Plan of its time period. Please confirm that it is
proposed to have effect from 2021 to 2035 as set out in the Basic
Conditions Statement.
a. Water Orton Parish Council confirm that the intended dates for their
Neighbourhood Plan are from the present to 2035 as set out in the
Basic Conditions Statement.
6. The Basic Conditions statement refers to the Neighbourhood Plan having
been developed and presented in the context of the North Warwickshire
Local Plan and having been reviewed by the appropriate council officer to
ensure it complies with the Local Plan and there are no conflicting policies.
In the absence of evidence of that review, please provide an assessment
of the Plan’s policies in terms of their general conformity with the strategic
policies of the adopted Core Strategy 2014 and the saved policies of the
Local Plan 2006, and the relationship between the Plan’s policies and
those of the emerging Local Plan.1
a. The Governance Group does not have a matrix to demonstrate the
specific assessment of the policies within the Neighbourhood Plan
and the corresponding NWBC Core Strategy. We are confident that
the details correlate as we have worked closely with NWBC officers.
If there were any conflicts, they would have been identified within
the NWBC response.
7. Please provide a plan that clearly shows the extent of the Green Belt, the
settlement boundary of Water Orton, the Conservation Area, and the line
of HS2.

1

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) Reference ID: 41-009-20190509.
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a. Please see the map below. The conservation area
Neighbourhood Plan on page 70 and the area is
north of the development boundary ‘sandwiched’
Lane (shown in yellow) and adjacent to the river
border of Water Orton Parish shown in blue).

b.

is shown in the
in the extreme
between Marsh
Tame (and the

2

8. The second paragraph on page 40 of the Plan sets out the Parish Council’s
wish to define and mark a safe cycle route through the village. Is this the
route referred to in Recreation and Leisure Policy 3? Please provide a plan
showing the proposed route.
a. The second paragraph on page 40 sets out the wish and Recreation
and Leisure Policy 3 describes how this wish is to be achieved
(through partnership with ‘parent councils’). The text below
describes the view of the Governance Group.
b. There are two cycle routes to explore with NWBC and with HS2
c. NWBC/Highways partnership for a Cycle Lane from Park Hall School
(B4118) via Water Orton Station (B4117) to Lichfield Road A446.
■ There is a Cycle Lane from Castle Bromwich to Park Hall
School at the West of the map,
■ There is a Cycle Lane at the East of the map on the A446 at
the junction of B4117 (Watton Lane).
d. Currently there is no cycle lane through the village of Water Orton.
The cycle lanes described above could be joined by a
reconfiguration of the roads B4118 & B4117 to create a safe Cycle
Route from Castle Bromwich to Coleshill. This would enable cyclists
to access Water Orton Railway Station from Castle Bromwich and
Coleshill and Coleshill Parkway Station from Water Orton and Castle
2

All maps used in this document are taken from Parish Online. Their logo has been removed on some maps to
add clarity to the map’s intended purpose. The ordnance survey map licence number is given in the formal
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Bromwich. It would enable children to cycle to secondary schools in
Coleshill and Castle Bromwich from or through Water Orton.

e.
9. What evidence is there to support the likely deliverability of the HS2
options described on page 44?
a. https://www.hs2.org.uk/explore-content/2021-01-water-orton-viad
ucts/new-designs-of-hs2s-viaducts-at-water-orton-revealed/
b. https://www.hs2.org.uk/explore-content/2021-01-water-orton-viad
ucts/design/
c. The HS2 Landscape Proposal defines a Bridle way along the route
the NP proposes as a Cycle Route for leisure and access through the
village.
d. This would not serve the Water Orton Station but would allow
residents to regain access to safe walking and cycling since HS2
closed access to public footpaths.

e.
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10.Reference is made on page 49 to various standards for recreational and
open space. Please refer me to evidence of any shortfall or surfeit in the
area as assessed against those standards.
a. The text refers to an ‘acceptable’ area of green space available per
1000 people and also that this green space is available within a
specified distance from the residence.
b. In total there is approximately 15 hectares of green land in Water
Orton servicing a population of approximately 3500 yielding a figure
of 4.3 hectares per 1000 people. But a great deal of this
recreational and open space is not accessible to most of the
population of Water Orton. A typical figure would be 1.1 hectares
per 1000 people for areas that are truly accessible.
11.As there appears to be an overlap between Green Spaces and Community
Areas Policies 1 and 5, in that both refer to the Fields in Trust standard,
how are they proposed to be applied?
a. It is Water Orton Parish Councils view that Green Spaces and
Community Areas Policy 1 refers to the amount of green space per
head of population and that Green Spaces and Community Areas
Policy 5 refers to the ownership and maintenance of the green
space.
12.Are the 12 sites, listed on page 50 under the heading Proposed Green
Spaces, intended for designation as Local Green Space (LGS), in accord
with paragraphs 99 to 101 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF)? Please refer me to the evidence of their assessment against the
LGS criteria at paragraph 100.
a. The twelve sites labeled as ‘Proposed Green Spaces’ are all existing
green and community areas. The intention of the paragraph on
page 50 is to draw all these spaces into one document as their
history and status has become fragmented in various formal
records. This paragraph does not increase or decrease the green
and community spaces.
b. Perhaps removing the word ‘proposed’ is a better description of the
areas.
13.Please clarify by way of a plan where the formal wetland area, referred to
in Green Spaces and Community Areas Policy 4, would be and where is
‘the formal green space described in Policy 1’.
a. The proposed formal wetland area borders the stream that runs
from Plank Lane to Birmingham Road.The majority of this site is an
ecologically important wetland meadow that falls within the wider
project ambitions of the Warwickshire Wildlife Trust led Tame Valley
Wetlands Partnership.
To have such a beautiful and ecologically
sensitive site preserved within the heart of an urban community is
incredibly rare; especially so in Water Orton, where we have
historically accommodated two national motorways, commercial
development, and now two major HS2 developments in the form of
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the Birmingham Spur M42 motorway overbridge, and the tunnel
entrance that will take the HS2 train line underground into
Birmingham. The prospect of being able to use this site for the
spiritual, physical and mental wellbeing of our community, while
preserving its unique ecological benefit is hugely exciting.

b. The green spaces that are referred to in Green Spaces and
Community Areas Policy 1 try to draw the distinction between
spaces that are available for recreation and spaces that are not
developed but are not generally accessible to the general public. By
way of an example, the ‘Village Green’ on Plank Lane is green space
that is accessible to all but the green belt land that is to the north
east of Water Orton (around Marsh Lane) is privately owned and is
separated from the majority of the village by a train line that is not
safe to cross.
c. The Green Spaces and Community Areas Policy 1 is intended to set
a target of 2.4 hectares for every 1000 people for accessible land.
This may be achieved by making more accessible land available
closer to the residential area or by creating safer passage to other
land.
14.Please explain what is meant in the second sentence of Green Spaces and
Community Areas Policy 5 by ‘they’. Please refer me to evidence of the
assessment of views from within and outside the village which are
referred to in this policy and also in Character and Heritage Policy 11.
a. Perhaps a better way of phrasing the policy might be “The Parish
Council will seek to ensure that the recommended standards as
defined by Field in Trust, Natural England and Woodland Trust are
met. The Green Spaces shall be maintained by the Parish Council to
help preserve the rural origins and to enhance views from within
and outside the village.”
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15.Having regard to the comments made by the Borough Council, please
clarify what is the Parish Council is seeking to achieve by way of
Commercial Policy 11?
a. Water Orton Parish Council is dedicated to enable easier access to
healthier food and drink options and to support a diverse and
healthy community retail offer.
Effective planning for health can contribute to the village’s
economic wellbeing as much as to an individual's physical and
mental health.
This aspiration to use the planning system to promote healthy
weight environments is derived from the Government Office for
Science's Foresight report of 2007 Tackling Obesity which expressly
explores the role of planning in tackling obesity and in the
Association of Directors of Public Health
(ADPH) and PHE
publication 'What Good Healthy Weight for All Ages Looks Like”.
Planning Practise Guidance 20 includes a specific section on using
planning to create healthier food environments by allowing local
authorities to adopt local policies and SDPs which limit the
proliferation of certain retail uses in identified areas, such as fast
food outlets.
16.In the absence of any relevant supporting text in the Plan, please explain
the justification for Commercial Policy 12.
a. There is a small industrial estate located to the east of Water Orton
on Marsh Lane. The intention of Commercial Policy 12 is to
recognise this fact and to indicate that the Parish Council would
support industrial development in this area (and by implication that
the Parish Council would not support industrial development in
other areas of Water Orton).
b. The map on page 89, areas I and J show potential areas for
industrial development.
17.Given the Borough Council’s concern at the age of the Village Design
Statement, is the Parish Council satisfied that it remains and will remain
relevant for the life of the Plan?
a. When developing the Water Orton Neighbourhood Plan the
Governance Group was conscious of public opinion. Several verbal
comments were made by residents to the Governance Group that
there was an existing plan for Water Orton in the form of the Village
Design Statement. The Governance Group reviewed the Village
Design Statement during the development of the Neighbourhood
Plan and confirmed its contemporary validity.
b. Supplementary Planning Guidance emanated from the Village
Design Statement and was adopted by North Warwickshire Borough
Council in February 2003 and is still relevant today.
c. Supplementary Planning Documents and Guidance downloads |
North Warwickshire (northwarks.gov.uk)
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■ https://www.northwarks.gov.uk/downloads/file/3474/design
_guidance_for_water_orton_2003

18.Please provide me with a copy of the 1995 report from which is said to be
taken the list of buildings on page 70 of the Plan, and a map showing the
location of the buildings. Is there a NWBC local list of non-designated
heritage assets?
a. This is a link to the 1995 report.
Conservation Areas downloads | North Warwickshire
(northwarks.gov.uk)
● https://www.northwarks.gov.uk/downloads/download/1574/c
onservation_areas_downloads
b. As far as Water Orton Parish Council is aware NWBC does not have
a local list of non-designated assets.
c. In answering this question, we have assumed that you need
sufficient detail on the map to identify the assets during your site
visit.
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19.On page 71 there is a further list of buildings, structures and open spaces,
described as important (non-designated) to the character and heritage of
Water Orton. Please identify them on a plan and clarify what is meant by
gateway entrances. Where is the evidence for their identification and
assessment as being of importance? Was consideration given to the
assessment of the open spaces as Local Green Spaces?
a. These maps are drawn with detail intended to allow a site visit
profitable
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Water Orton Primary School (facade only)

Orton Fell (grassed triangle on New Road)
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Old Church Yard

Water Orton Library
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The Link

The Digby
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The Dog

Overton House is 13 Coleshill Rd
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Water Orton Railway Station

b. Water Orton Parish Council wishes to see that the village presents a
pleasing first impression for visitors (and residents) to the village.
Water Orton Parish Council refers to any entrance to the village as a
‘gateway entrance’. Specifically, main gateway entrances are on
Marsh Lane, Watton Lane and Birmingham Road.
c. Evidence of the buildings’ local importance is given by their use.
Water Orton Parish Council does not have statistical data to
demonstrate their use but it can collate the data if required (it will
take longer than the 3-week feedback period)
d. No formal consideration was given to the assessment of the open
spaces as local green spaces. The land identified in the
neighbourhood plan could easily fall into any one of the following
categories:
■ Open space is defined in the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 as land laid out as a public garden, or used for the
purposes of public recreation, or land which is a disused
burial ground.
1. Two examples could be the ‘old church yard’ and the
‘memorial site’.
■ Green space is undeveloped land, not necessarily provided
for formal recreation or public amenity, which makes a
positive and environmental contribution to the town.
1. An example may be ‘The Green’.
■ Green space - (land that is partly or completely covered with
grass, trees, shrubs or other vegetation.) Green space
includes parks, community gardens and cemeteries.
1. An example may be ‘The Playing Field’
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20.Character and Heritage Policy 11 refers to the Parish Council maintaining
existing green spaces within the village. Are these the Proposed Green
Spaces listed on page 50 of the Plan?
a. Water Orton Parish Council maintains existing green spaces
b. This policy refers to the existing and any proposed future green
spaces.
21.Please explain the purpose of the inclusion in the Plan of the map at page
89.
a. The map on page 89 is intended to ‘divide’ Water Orton into smaller
communities. The map may best be used to ‘get a feel’ for the
diversity of the village. The colour legends are marked on the map
but each area has its own specific character.
■ A is the recognised conservation area
■ B is (predominantly) new build property from 1990’s onwards
■ C is 1950’s build property (also known locally as ‘White City’
and was previously owned by the local authority), it has a
predominantly elderly population
■ D is 1950’s build property and was the major expansion of
Water Orton for (predominantly) private owned housing
■ E is a mixture of large properties with expansive gardens to
maisonettes
■ F is agreed for new build on the ‘old School site’

In addition, there are three overarching issues about the structure and layout of
the Plan on which I seek the views of the Parish Council.

Issue 1 – Land Use Policies
In order to meet the Basic Conditions, the Plan must have regard to national
policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State. Plan
making is addressed in the NPPF which advises, amongst other matters, that
plans should be prepared ‘positively, in a way that is aspirational but
deliverable’.3 Only policies dealing with the use and development of land can
form part of your Neighbourhood Plan.4 The Plan contains 92 policies, many of
which do not relate to land use but relate to other matters, for example highway
management matters, or are wider community aspirations, for example in
respect of faith groups. I note that these concerns were raised by the Borough
Council in its response on the Regulation 14 draft of the Plan and again in its
comments on the submitted Plan, where only 33 of the Plan’s policies were
3
4

NPPF, paragraph 16b).
PPG Reference ID: 41-004-20190509.
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considered to relate to planning matters. Subject to providing an opportunity
for the Parish Council to comment further, I am minded at this stage to
recommend that non-land use policies will either need to be modified, where
possible, to relate to land use or if they address wider community aspirations will
need to be moved to a companion document or annex so as to be clearly
identifiable as not forming part of the statutory development plan.
A. It is the intention of Water Orton Parish Council that this plan
should be viewed as a total plan for Water Orton upto 2035; this is
the way that the activity has been discussed with residents to
ensure that the plan has maximum support. With this in mind, the
Governance Group was keen to ensure that the plan included Parish
Council policies for the future.
B. The Governance Group accepts that the Neighbourhood Plan is
integral to the Local Plan and NPPF and therefore has to have
consistency with other Neighbourhood Plans. The Governance
Group has awaited the external inspector’s report to decide how to
move forward on these apparently conflicting requirements of the
Neighbourhood Plan. The Governance Group proposes that policies
relating to wider community aspirations will be moved to an annex.
In this way, the ‘community aspirations’ are still retained in the
single document but the specific ‘planning matters’ are better
focused. The Governance Group proposes to work closely with
North Warwickshire Borough Council. The Governance Group met
with NWBC officers on 7 July 2021 to agree an alignment of the
formatting of the plan.
Issue 2 – Need for concision
The Plan includes a wealth of information and data about the village and the
Parish, much of which is not relevant to land use planning matters, and which
can overburden the reader and dilute the message of the Plan.
More
particularly, I consider that Sections 11 to 18 add little to the Plan and could
most usefully be placed as appendices to the Plan or in a separate companion
document of evidence.
A. The purpose of sections 11 to 18 was to collate the evidence and
‘process’ into the main body of the text such that it is clear for
external bodies and examiners how the text was developed. The
Governance Group believes that these sections may be placed as
appendices to the plan.
Issue 3 - spatial vision
The NPPF5 describes neighbourhood planning as giving communities the power to
deliver a shared vision for their area. The SEA screening report refers to the
Plan setting out a vision for Water Orton. But although the Basic Conditions
Statement lists 5 main aims of the Plan, these are not repeated in the Plan itself
5
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nor is there a vision statement as to how the community wants to develop over
the next 14 years. In examining the Plan, it would be helpful to understand
what the Parish Council’s vision for the future is and, thus, how the policies will
help deliver that vision or grant planning permission for the development the
community wants to see?6
A. For the next 15 years (potentially longer) Water Orton will be
subjected to one of the largest engineering projects that the UK has
ever embarked on - HS2. Water Orton is at the heart of the HS2
delta junction. As this project is laid down in law, Water Orton
Parish Council can have little (or no) say on the details of the
project. Water Orton Parish Council believes that the village can not
support any further development and that the day-to-day
management of issues that HS2 construction will bring will
overwhelm the Parish Council’s limited resources. The Water Orton
Neighbourhood Plan discusses the impact of HS2 on page 11.
B. The Water Orton Neighbourhood Plan has been developed with a
‘health and wellbeing centric’ perspective and the policies described
intend to preserve the feeling of ‘village life’ whilst living within a
construction site.
Yours sincerely,
(for Water Orton Parish Council)

___________________

___________________

___________________

Neil Bevan

Wendy Rees

Felicitas Freeman

19 July 2021

19 July 2021

19 July 2021

Copy to Daphne Robinson, Clerk of Water Orton Parish Council
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